
SECRETS OF THE KINGDOM
Mt 13:11 The knowledge of the secrets of the Kingdom of heaven have been given to you but not to 
them.
Prov 25:2 It is the glory of God to conceal a matter. To search out a matter is the glory of kings.
Gen 40:8 Do not interpretations belong to God?
Job 33:14-16 For God may speak now one way, now another, yet man does not perceive it. In a dream in 
a vision of the night, when deep sleep falls upon men, while slumbering in their beds then He opens the 
ears of men and seals their instructions.

DREAMS CAN:
Show destinies
Give guidance 
Healing and deliverance
God’s perspective of us

DISCERN THE SOURCE
Acts 16:16-18 these are the servants of the most high God

 Soul-desires, fears, tensions, emotions
 Body-food, drug/chemicals
 Enemy-promotes torment, fear, guilt, condemnation
 God- hope, vision, directions

PURPOSE OF DREAMS
Direction/confirmation
Warning
Wisdom
Revelation off Jesus
Angelic message of instruction
Condition of our heart
Healing
Cleansing
Intercession
Inventions/creative ideas
Word of knowledge

COMMON DREAMS
Flying- ability to move in the spirit realm, rise above problems
Naked- vulnerable or transparent
Teeth, loose or falling out- inability to understand/discern something
Taking a test- tested and tried for promotion
Falling- some part of the dreamer’s life is out of control
Having a baby- new responsibility
Pregnancy- expanding, new area is developing
Being chased- enemy is trying to generate fear



Bathroom- cleansing
Snakes- accusations or distortions
Spiders- something negatively affecting their life/destiny, thought patterns (anger, suspicion, jealousy) 
catch, entangle, trap people
Alligators- verbal attack or gossip by person with great influence below the surface or behind the scenes
Someone Dying- issue, era, or career is coming to an end
Losing a Purse/Wallet- lost or looking for purpose, identity, or favor
Deceased Relative- commonly grandmother or grandfather, genenational issue
Storms- God is bringing changes or the enemy is bringing negative or destructive forces 
Returning to a Past Relationship- falling back into old patterns of thinking or old habits
Dogs- friendly, loyalty, companionship, protection
House- issues in the dreamer’s life, past or present, condition of the house, specific room
Horses- power and authority
Vehicles- have to do with what the dreamer is doing, created to do, or purpose in life. Vehicles get us 
where we need to go. Land vs air, personal vs mass transit, parked, in the shop, driver or passenger
Jet- powerful, fast growing ministry, large group mobilized and moving in the same direction
Bus- church or group ministry, business with great influence, slower moving
Bicycle- working alone in ministry or business, requires effort and manpower, gaining balance in your life
Convertible- open minded, charismatic, revelatory ministry
Motorcycle- ability to go off road, outmaneuver others
Submarine- operates in the deep, out of view of others, prayer and intercession
Train- united churches or denominations in the move of God, on the same track, training center or 
corporation
Tractor- plowing in the Spirit, evangelistic/harvester
Battleship- warfare in the Spirit, rescues others 

STEPS TO INTERPRETING A DREAM
Preparation- pen, notebook, light source, voice memo, meditate and ask the Lord to give you a dream 
that you remember.
Record the dream- Date, time, title, basic elements, pictures, diagrams, spiral writing
Reduce it to the simplest form- like a movie synopsis (Cinderella, Matrix, Gladiator)
Ask Holy Spirit for the interpretation- where are you in the dream? Identify the focus, sub-focus, details.
What is the context? Color vs black and white? Positive or negative? Are there patterns or common 
dreams?
CONTEXT- POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE
Red wisdom, anointing, power war, anger, hatred
Pink chaste, innocent, childlike immoral, flesh
Orange perseverance, powerful force stubborn, strong willed
Gold purity, holy, glory idolatry, defilement, contaminant
Yellow mind, hope, renewed mind fear, coward, intellectual pride
Green conscience, growth, prosperity envy, jealousy, pride
Blue communion, revelation, heaven  depression, anxiety, sorrow
Purple authority, royalty, kingship false authority, licentiousness
Brown compassion, humility, born again   humanism, self-effort, false compassion



NUMBERS
1- God
2- Multiplication/division
3- Godhead/trinity
4- God’s creative works
5- Grace, redemption, anointing
6- Man/humanity
7- Completeness, perfections, fullness
8- New beginnings
9- Judgment
10- Testimony, wilderness, journey
11- Transition
12- Government
30-  Beginning of ministry
40-  Generation
50- Julbilee

DELIVER THE INTERPRETATION
Why did God give this dream to the dreamer:
Summarize in 3 to 4 sentences.
Interpretation vs Word of Knowledge (Daniel instructing King Nebuchadnezzar to repent)

RESPONDING TO THE DREAM (THE APPLICATION)
Allow peace to rule in your heart
Obtain counsel on how to proceed
Seek interpretations from those who are not involved
Seek confirmation. Don’t act until it’s confirmed.
Once confirmed, only take the first steps, especially with calling dreams
Test it
Place the dream in your heart and war with it.

OTHER THOUGHTS
Outreach teams- coffee shops, festivals, book stores, rallies, restaurants
Lucid dreaming
Repetitive dreams
Night visions
Talking in your sleep (answering questions like Solomon)

NO MORE CHRISTIANESE   Doug Addision/ InLight Connection
Anointing- special characteristics, uniquely gifted, people are drawn to you
Born again- spiritual awakening or experience
Calling- what you were created to do
Curse- bad things that’ve happened to you



Deliverance- removing obstacles from you to come into your full destiny
Demons- negative forces
Grace- things are going to be easier
Revelation- new insight
Stronghold- unseen obstacles holding you back from your destiny
Wilderness- a time when things were not clear

PROPHETIC TATTOOS AND PIERCING INTERPRETATION  Doug Addision/ InLight Connection
Phoenix-transformation, rising from the ashes
Butterfly-transformation, been through a lot, free spirit, creative
Panther- strong, powerful, leadership
Skulls- usually an overcomer
Dragon- spiritual warrior, will fight for a cause and not give up
Unicorn- spiritual authority, power, freedom, prophetic calling
Bleeding heart- wounded, one who can overcome
Thorns- difficult past, survivor

EYES TURNED BLUE
I dreamt that I was looking into a mirror and my eyes changed to a color of blue that I had never seen 
before. Next, I looked again into the mirror. This time my hair starts growing out white. At one point, my 
hair was half natural and half white. It just kept growing. Then I woke up. 
Focus: Dreamer
Sub Focus: Eyes- revelation, insight      Detail: Blue- revelatory gift
Sub Focus: Hair- wisdom            Detail: White, growing
Sub Focus: Mirror- reflection, awareness
Purpose: to encourage the dreamer about what God is doing and the positive changes that are taking 
place in the dreamer’s life.

I was enrolled for an advanced degree. I was failing because I missed some classes and hadn’t completed
the assignments. The deadline for dropping had passed. I felt a sense of panic that my transcript would 
contain failing grades and that I had to pay for the semester that I would need to repeat.

I had a rather disturbing dream. I was a baby being born. I was sick and I was drowning in bitter bile. 
Then I woke up, knowing that I had a critical spirit. (like you talked about in class)

Demons in Dreams
Recently I had a dream with a beautiful, friendly person of the opposite sex, I woke up and felt sexual 
temptation. I rebuked it in the authority of Jesus’ name.
One week prior, I had a warning dream for the church that was confirmed. I shared it with the prayer 
leader. No aftermath. No fear. 
Why am I having this dream now? Is Holy Spirit stepping me up?


